Comparative analysis of base biases around the stop codons in six eukaryotes.
Using full-length cDNA sequences, a comparative analysis of sequence patterns around the stop codons in six eukaryotes was performed. Here, it was showed that the codon immediately before and after the stop codons (defined as -1 codon and +1 codon, respectively) were much more biased than other examined positions, especially at the second position of -1 codons and the first position of +1 codons which were rich in As/Us and purines, respectively, for most species. The author speculated that strongly biased sequence pattern from position -2 to +4 might act as an extended translation termination signal. Translation termination was catalyzed by release factors that recognized the stop codons. The multiple amino acid sequence alignment of eukaryotic release factor 1 (eRF1) of 20 species showed that there were 16 residue sites that were strictly conserved, especially the invariant amino acids Ile70 and Lys71. Accordingly, it could be inferred that those candidate amino acids might involve in the recognition process. Moreover, the possible stop signal recognition hypothesis was also discussed herein.